Abstract-XY adaptive routing protocol is a routing protocol used on UTAR NoC communication architecture. This routing algorithm adapts shortestpath first algorithm, which it will not able to work optimally if the closest route have no longer enough bandwidth to continue the packet.The router will store Packet inside and forwarded to the nearest router when closest route has enough bandwidth. This paper suggests TTL based routing algorithm to resolve this issue. TTL based routing algorithm adapts XY adaptive routing protocol by adding several limits on RTL UTAR NoC and added bit in each packet sent by router. TTL based algorithm used more bit and parameters in choosing alternative routes inside the communication architecture. Use of TTL on TTL based routing different from use TTL on communication network. Packets that carry TTL value that equal to Maximum TTL will be route using XY adaptive routing protocol. TTL based routing algorithm has shown better performance compared to XY adaptive routing on some of the experiment done using MSCL NoC Traffic Pattern Suite. This research also proves that TTL based routing algorithm cannot work optimally on smallscaled architecture.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mesh and Torus have been selected as topologies in UTAR NoC, because Mesh topology has been considered more by designer due to its simplicity. [1] Most NoC use 2D mesh topologies because of the good tradeoff between cost and performance, XY routing is very common, for mesh topologies, although not standard, due to its property of being deadlockfree. [2] Hence UTAR NoC implements Adaptive and deterministic XY routing. [1] There is a flaw on XY adaptive routing that is being used by UTAR NoC, which is XY routing protocol cannot choose another route other than the shortest path. So if the bandwidth is full in the possible route, the packet will be delayed until the bandwidth is available in that route, although there is an available bandwidth in other route. In this paper, a routing protocol which will using all available bandwidth in a router will be discussed.
II. UTAR NOC MICROARCHITECTURE
In UTAR NoC Flit, packet that will be send by Processing Block (PB) will be encapsulated to flit. Flit contains a valid bit, is_tail bit, destination bit, vitual channel bit, source bit, and data bit. The "valid bit" fields define the validity of a flit. This field will be set as one when sending a new flit. "is tail" field determines whether a flit is a tail or not. A large packet can be broken down into several flits, and a tail flit is the last flit of this group. The destination field provides the information of the flit destination address. The width of this field may vary depending on the size of the network. The Virtual channel field indicates which VC is to be used to send out the flit. The source field provides the information of the flits sender address. The data field contains the data itself. [1] The UTAR NoC is composed of a number of UTAR NoC Routers. The number of the router depends on the size of the network itself. The UTAR NoC router has five ports connecitons which are the North, East, South, West and PB connections. There are eight pins for each port of the routers: flit_in pins is for the incoming flit from neighbour router or PB to the router.
EN_flit_in pins is for the enable signal of the incoming flit to the router. flit_out pins is for the outgoing flit from the router to the next neighbour router.
EN_flit_out pins is for enable signal of the outgoing flit to next router the incoming flit to the router.
credit_in pins is for incoming credit from neighbour router or PB to the router.
EN_credit_in is for the enable signal of the incoming credit to the router.
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credit_out pins is for outgoing credit from the router or PB to the neighbour router.
EN_credit_out pin is for the enable signal of the outgoing flit from the router [1] .
Fig.2 UTAR NoC Router
The router has five input ports and output ports corresponding to the four neighboring directions and the local processing element (PE) port. The major component which constitute the router are input buffer, route computation logic, virtual channel allocator, switch allocator, credit mechanism, and crossbar switch. The UTAR NoC router is inputbuffered, in which packets are stored in buffer only at the input ports. The buffers are responsible for storing flits when they enter the router, and housing them throughout the duration in the router. The router computation logic determines all of the path from the source of the flit to its destination. The allocator (VC and crossbar) determines which flits are selected to proceed to the next stage where they travese the crossbar. The credit mechanism takes its role in the flow control protocol. Finally, the crossbar switch is responsible for physically moving flits from the input port to the output port. The Adaptive XY routing algorithm is derivative of classic XY routing algorithm [3] . XY routing algorithm will using current coordinates for the router current address(Cx, Cy) and will compare with the destination router address(Dx,Dy) of the packet, depends up on the comparison output of routing algorithm routes the packets. If (Dx > Cx) flit will move to East else, it takes the West turn up to (Dx Cx) become equal this passion is called as horizontal alignment. Now (Dy, Cy) undergo compression, if it is found that (Dy > Cy) then flit moves toward North else flit moves toward South up to (Dy Cy) become equal. When (Cx Dx) and (Cy Dy) are equal, means that packet has reach its destination.
In UTAR NoC, router has information about congestion's condition on each port. The congestion value equal to the remaining bandwidth on each port. The congestion value on port will reduces when router sending a flit throught that port, and the congestion value on port will increases when that port receive a credit from other router.
Adaptive XY routing will be used this information to choose the right path for the packet to go through. Adaptive XY routing works like XY routing, but in addition Adaptive XY routing will check congestion's condition on each posible route. If (Dx > Cx) and (Dy > Cy) but congestion value on X-dimension is less than congestion value on Y-dimension, if we use XY routing usually the packet will be sent to East first until (Dx Cx) are equal, but if we use Adaptive XY routing the packet will be sent to North first due congestion value on X-dimension is less than congestion value on Y-dimension..
IV. THE TIME-TO-LIVE (TTL)
The time-to-live (TTL) is the number of hops that a packet is permitted to travel before being discarded by a router. [4] An IP TTL is set initially by the system sending the packet. It can be set to any value between 1 and 255; different operating systems set different defaults. Each router that receives the packet subtracts at least one from the count; if the count remains greater than zero, the router forwards the packet, otherwise it discards it and sends an Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) message back to the originating host, which may trigger a resend. [5] A specific TTL number can indicate the maximum range for a packet. For example, zero restricts it to the same host, one to the same subnet, 32 to the same site, 64 to the same region and 128 to the same continent; 255 is unrestricted. [4] V. TTL BASED ROUTING TTL based routing works differently from adaptive XY routing. TTL based routing at first will works like adaptive XY routing, but when congestion value on all possible shortest path route equal to some value, TTL based routing will give a new route that have better congestion value than all possible route. The route that given will be ensured not the route that packet comes from. TTL based routing using shortest path route to avoid a livelock, and make sure the packet will not wonder too long in the network.
TTL on TTL based routing works like TTL on Network communication. The different is the packet that has reach certain amount of value, the packet wont be dropped, however, the packet will get the top priority to be sent to the shortest path. When TTL on packet has reach amount of value, TTL based routing will work same as adaptive XY routing.
In order to implements TTL based routing to UTAR NoC, some RTL must be changed. UTAR NoC's flit needs to be added TTL field. TTL field can flexibly modified depends on network size and how many times packet allowed to hop. The methodology uses formal computational models to capture both communication and computation requirements of applications. It optimizes application mapping and scheduling to faithfully maximize overall system performance and utilization before extracting realistic traffic patterns through cycle-accurate simulations. [6] MSCL NoC traffic pattern suite will be used to measure the throughput, and latency of both adaptive XY routing and TTL based routing.
VII. SIMULATION RESULT
The simulations were performed using mesh topologies with network sizes of 8x8, 4x4, and 2x2 as they represented several topologies that approached the actual network size, and the processing time of the application will be scaled by 100%, 50% and 20%. After both routing is running all the MPSoC application provided by MSCL NoC Traffic Patern Suite and MPSoC application that have been scaled using all the network size that suggested, we will got the comparison result of throughput and latecy value for the both routing on each applications.
In the simulation resulted the percentage comparison of the value of throughput of TTL based routing on adaptive XY Routing (in the pie diagram) shown in figure 5 and the percentage of Latency value comparison between TTL based routing values on adaptive XY Routing (in the pie diagram) shown in Figure 6 as follows:
From Fig.5 we can assume that TTL based routing can finish the application first as TTL based routing has 62.2% better throughput value than adaptive XY routing. This happens because TTL based routing use all available bandwidth on a router so the packet will not be stored on router when the shortest route have no available bandwidth, instead the packet will be sent to the route with an available bandwidth. However, this will cause the latency worse than adaptive XY routing, because the packet will wonder around in the network if the shortest route to the destination ceaselessly has no available bandwidth. As shown at Fig.6 that TTL based routing has 37.8% worse latency value. Due to 2x2 network size test, TTL based routing has 42.2% equal latency value because TTL based routing cannot give more optional route.
